Surface loop-gap resonators for electron spin resonance at W-band.
Electron spin resonance (ESR) is a spectroscopic method used to detect paramagnetic materials, reveal their structure, and also image their position in a sample. ESR makes use of a large static magnetic field to split the energy levels of the electron magnetic moment of the paramagnetic species. A strong microwave magnetic field is applied to excite the spins, and subsequently the ESR system detects their faint microwave signal response. The sensitivity of an ESR system is greatly influenced by the magnitude of the static field and the properties of the microwave resonator used to detect the spin signal. In general terms, the higher the static field (microwave frequency) and the smaller the resonator, the more sensitive the system will be. Previous work aimed at high-sensitivity ESR was focused on the development and testing of very small resonators operating at moderate magnetic fields in the range of ∼0.1-1.2 T (maximum frequency of ∼35 GHz). Here, we describe the design, construction, and testing of recently developed miniature surface loop-gap resonators used in ESR and operating at a much higher frequency of ∼95 GHz (W-band, corresponding to a field of ∼3.4 T). Such resonators can greatly enhance the sensitivity of ESR and also improve the resulting spectral resolution due to the higher static field employed. A detailed description of the resonator's design and coupling mechanism, as well as the supporting probe head, is provided. We also discuss the production method of the resonators and probe head and, in the end, provide preliminary experimental results that show the setup's high spin sensitivity and compare it to theoretical predictions.